
REPORT #426933

1973 Ford Bronco

This 1973 Ford Bronco is in fair running and driving condition with a few flaws to note.

Exterior

The body panels are slightly misaligned around the vehicle. The exterior of the vehicle was very
dusty at time of inspection. This can hide minor imperfections. There are misc scratches and chips
around the vehicle. The vehicle repaint shows dust under the paint, running, heavy spots, and signs
of poor prep. This is sub-par workmanship. The vehicle has signs of surface oxidation on chrome
components, various fasteners, and hinges. The top shows some wear from use and sun exposure.
I checked the vehicle with a magnet and found it to stick all around but was weaker in the lower
panels. Not excessive. The passenger side of the vehicle has been patched with steel and filler. It is
approximately a 4"x3" area at the door jamb. There are paint chips to the hood of the vehicle. There
is oxidation present on various chrome components throughout the interior and engine bay.

Interior

The steering wheel is faded, and the horn button sticks. There is light wear to the seats, and heavy



sun fading on all dyed areas. The seat belt buckles have oxidation. The dash gauges show
oxidation. The speedometer and odometer are not functional. All of the other interior functions,
controls, and accessories not yet noted are working properly as designed.

Mechanical

The engine oil is dirty and should be changed. The engine is seeping some oil from the underside.
There were no drips at time of inspection. This area should be cleaned off and rechecked to verify
source of leak or leaks. Additional modifications to the vehicle include a lift kit, transmission kit,
351w V8 with mild cam and 625CFM (confirmed rating) Holley carb, front fiberglass clip, fire bottle,
CD/BT radio, custom fabricated grille, four point seat harness, and fiberglass aftermarket hood. All
four wheels are in good condition with no curb rash or cracking notable. All four tires show 12/32nds
of tread remaining.

Test Drive

Upon cold start, I observed smoking from the left bank header. Further diagnosis is necessary. The
engine had plenty of power. The transmission shifted as designed with no harsh engagement or
slipping. The steering was responsive and the suspension was firm and the vehicle handled well.
There were no abnormal vibrations or odd noises. The brakes were firm with no pulsation felt. See
below and pictures for more info.

Vehicle Info
Year - 1973

Make - Ford

Model - Bronco

Mileage - 97541

Transmission - Manual

VIN Number - U15GLR08675

Interior - Cloth

Interior Color - Black

Body Color - Red

Engine - 8 Cylinder

Drive Type - Four Wheel Drive

Fuel Type - Gas

Exterior
Wiper Blades ✔

Windshield Washer ✔

Body Alignment ✖

The body panels are slightly misaligned around the vehicle.
Scratches ✖

The exterior of the vehicle was very dusty at time of inspection. This can
hide minor imperfections. There are misc scratches and chips around
the vehicle.
Dings ✔

Dents ✔

Paint Condition ✖

The vehicle repaint shows dust under the paint, running, heavy spots,
and signs of poor prep. This is sub-par workmanship.
Rust ✖

The vehicle has signs of surface oxidation on chrome components,
various fasteners, and hinges.
Exterior Lights ✔

Mechanical
Air Filter ✔

Battery Condition ✔

Charging System ✔

Cooling Fan Condition ✔

Radiator Cap Sealing Properly ✔

Hoses ✔

Radiator ✔

Engine Coolant ✔

Coolant Leaks ✔

Belts ✔

Engine Oil ✖

The engine oil is dirty and should be changed.
Engine Fluid Leaks ✖

The engine is seeping some oil from the underside. There were no drips
at time of inspection. This area should be cleaned off and rechecked to
verify source of leak or leaks.
Transmission Fluid ✔

Transmission Leaks ✔

Brake System ✔

Brake Fluid Leaks ✔

Transfer Case Leaks ✔

Differential leaks ✔

Muffler System ✔

CV Joints and Axles ✔

Shocks and bushings ✔

Ball Joints and Tie Rods ✔

Modifications ✖

Additional modifications to the vehicle include a lift kit, transmission kit,
351w V8 with mild cam and 625CFM (confirmed rating) Holley carb,
front fiberglass clip, fire bottle, CD/BT radio, custom fabricated grille,
four point seat harness, and fiberglass aftermarket hood.



Bumpers ✔

Side Moldings ✔

Convertible Top ✖

The top shows some wear from use and sun exposure.
Frame Damage ✔

Glass ✔

Body Filler? ✖

I checked the vehicle with a magnet and found it to stick all around but
was weaker in the lower panels. Not excessive. The passenger side of
the vehicle has been patched with steel and filler. It is approximately a
4"x3" area at the door jamb.
Hood ✖

There are paint chips to the hood of the vehicle.
Floors ✔

Chrome ✖

There is oxidation present on various chrome components throughout
the interior and engine bay.

Interior
Steering Wheel ✖

The steering wheel is faded, and the horn button sticks.
Seat Condition ✖

There is light wear to the seats, and heavy sun fading on all dyed areas.
Seat Belts ✖

The seat belt buckles have oxidation.
Radio/Navigation ✔

Dash Gauges ✖

The dash gauges show oxidation. The speedometer and odometer are
not functional.

Road Test
Road Test ✔

Engine Performance ✔

Transmission performance ✔

Clutch Performance ✔

Differential Performance ✔

Transfer Case Performance ✔

Wheel Bearing Performance ✔

Braking Performance ✔

Suspension Performance ✔

Steering Performance ✔

Engine Starting ✖

Upon cold start, I observed smoking from the left bank header. Further
diagnosis is necessary.

TIRES/WHEELS
Spare Tire ✖

No spare tire found with vehicle.

Tire Manufacturer
Driver's Front - TSL Superswamper

Passenger's Front - TSL Superswamper

Driver's Rear - TSL Superswamper

Passenger's Rear - TSL Superswamper

Tire Size
Driver's Front - 15/35/15MT

Passenger's Front - 15/35/15MT

Driver's Rear - 15/35/15MT

Passenger's Rear - 15/35/15MT

Tire Condition
Driver's Front - No Issues

Passenger's Front - No Issues

Driver's Rear - No Issues

Passenger's Rear - No Issues

Wheel Condition
Driver's Front - No Issues

Passenger's Front - No Issues

Driver's Rear - No Issues

Passenger's Rear - No Issues

Tire Tread
Driver's Front - 12/32

Passenger's Front - 12/32

Driver's Rear - 12/32

Passenger's Rear - 12/32
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